Over 55s CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL – Colin Boswell (green shirt ) v Kenny Mitchell (blue shirt)

Game 1. In his first final of the day Colin was up against
Kenny Mitchell. Kenny won the spin and the first point,
both players then won a brace of points, Kenny held a 3-2
lead. Colin responded with four points of his own to move
into a healthy lead of 6-3. Both players winning points with
good drops of the serve; the game moved to 7-5. Colin then
produced a couple of points to put pressure on Kenny who
found another point to move to 6-9. Colin then finding
some rhythm and movements took the next two points to
close out the first game 11-8.
Game 2. Colin started really well in the 2nd and made
quick progress to take a 4-0 lead. Kenny found a couple of
drops to close the gap. However Kenny was unable to stop
the run of points and Colin was able to take the next four
points stretching Kenny into the back corners and taking a
commanding 8-4 lead. A tin from Colin and a good serve
and Kenny had two more points. Colin was moving really
well and a good counter drop wrestled back the
momentum to close out the game at 11-4. Colin now with a
2-0 lead.
Game 3. Kenny now had it all to do at 2-0 down and he
gambled with the first couple of points, but found the tin.
Colin soaked up the pressure and moved through to a 3-0 lead. Trading points the score moved to 5-2 and a
crosscourt nick and Colin was 6-2 up. Kenny hit a good drop and Colin hit the tin and the gap closed to 6-4.
But, Colin stayed calm and moved Kenny round the court before a brace of points took him to 8-4. Kenny hit a
great overhead volley into the front left corner to grasp another point, his last in the match. Colin won the
next three points with some deep drives and cross-courts to close out the game 11-5 and the match 3-0.
Colin Boswell Won 3-0: 11-6, 11-4, 11-5

